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PURPOSE, LIMITATIONS AND INSPECTOR / CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
This property inspection report may include an inspection agreement (contract), addenda, and other information
related to property conditions. If any item or comment is unclear, you should ask the inspector to clarify the
findings. It is important that you carefully read ALL of this information.
This inspection is subject to the rules (“Rules”) of the Texas Real Estate Commission (“TREC”), which can be
found at
www.trec.texas.gov.
The TREC Standards of Practice (Sections 535.227-535.233 of the Rules) are the minimum standards for
inspections by TREC licensed inspectors. An inspection addresses only those components and conditions that
are present, visible, and accessible at the time of the inspection. While there may be other parts, components or
systems present, only those items specifically noted as being inspected were inspected. The inspector is NOT
required to turn on decommissioned equipment, systems, utility services or apply an open flame or light a pilot to
operate any appliance. The inspector is NOT required to climb over obstacles, move furnishings or stored items.
The inspection report may address issues that are code-based or may refer to a particular code; however, this is
NOT a code compliance inspection and does NOT verify compliance with manufacturer’s installation instructions.
The inspection does NOT imply insurability or warrantability of the structure or its components. Although some
safety issues may be addressed in this report, this inspection is NOT a safety/code inspection, and the inspector
is NOT required to identify all potential hazards.
In this report, the inspector shall indicate, by checking the appropriate boxes on the form, whether each item was
inspected, not inspected, not present or deficient and explain the findings in the corresponding section in the body
of the report form. The inspector must check the Deficient (D) box if a condition exists that adversely and
materially affects the performance of a system or component or constitutes a hazard to life, limb or property as
specified by the TREC Standards of Practice. General deficiencies include inoperability, material distress, water
penetration, damage, deterioration, missing components, and unsuitable installation. Comments may be provided
by the inspector whether or not an item is deemed deficient. The inspector is not required to prioritize or
emphasize the importance of one deficiency over another.
Some items reported may be considered life-safety upgrades to the property. For more information, refer to Texas
Real Estate
Consumer Notice Concerning Recognized Hazards or Deficiencies below.
THIS PROPERTY INSPECTION IS NOT A TECHNICALLY EXHAUSTIVE INSPECTION OF THE STRUCTURE,
SYSTEMS OR COMPONENTS. The inspection may not reveal all deficiencies. A real estate inspection helps to
reduce some of the risk involved in purchasing a home, but it cannot eliminate these risks, nor can the inspection
anticipate future events or changes in performance due to changes in use or occupancy. It is recommended that
you obtain as much information as is available about this property, including any seller’s disclosures, previous
inspection reports, engineering reports, building/remodeling permits, and reports performed for or by relocation
companies, municipal inspection departments, lenders, insurers, and appraisers. You should also attempt to
determine whether repairs, renovation, remodeling, additions, or other such activities have taken place at this
property. It is not the inspector’s responsibility to confirm that information obtained from these sources is complete
or accurate or that this inspection is consistent with the opinions expressed in previous or future reports.
ITEMS IDENTIFIED IN THE REPORT DO NOT OBLIGATE ANY PARTY TO MAKE REPAIRS OR TAKE OTHER
ACTIONS, NOR IS THE PURCHASER REQUIRED TO REQUEST THAT THE SELLER TAKE ANY ACTION.
When a deficiency is reported, it is the client’s responsibility to obtain further evaluations and/or cost estimates
from qualified service professionals. Any such follow-up should take place prior to the expiration of any time
limitations such as option periods.
Evaluations by qualified tradesmen may lead to the discovery of additional deficiencies which may involve
additional repair costs. Failure to address deficiencies or comments noted in this report may lead to further
damage of the structure or systems and add to the original repair costs. The inspector is not required to provide
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follow-up services to verify that proper repairs have been made. Property conditions change with time and use.
For example, mechanical devices can fail at any time, plumbing gaskets and seals may crack if the appliance or
plumbing fixture is not used often, roof leaks can occur at any time regardless of the apparent condition of the
roof, and the performance of the structure and the systems may change due to changes in use or occupancy,
effects of weather, etc. These changes or repairs made to the structure after the inspection may render
information contained herein obsolete or invalid. This report is provided for the specific benefit of the client named
above and is based on observations at the time of the inspection. If you did not hire the inspector yourself,
reliance on this report may provide incomplete or outdated information. Repairs, professional opinions or
additional inspection reports may affect the meaning of the information in this report. It is recommended that you
hire a licensed inspector to perform an inspection to meet your specific needs and to provide you with current
information concerning this property.
TEXAS REAL ESTATE CONSUMER NOTICE CONCERNING HAZARDS OR DEFICIENCIES
Each year, Texans sustain property damage and are injured by accidents in the home. While some accidents may
not be avoidable, many other accidents, injuries, and deaths may be avoided through the identification and repair
of certain hazardous conditions. Examples of such hazards include:
• malfunctioning, improperly installed, or missing ground fault circuit protection (GFCI) devices for electrical
receptacles in garages, bathrooms, kitchens, and exterior areas;
• malfunctioning arc fault protection (AFCI) devices;
• ordinary glass in locations where modern construction techniques call for safety glass;
• malfunctioning or lack of fire safety features such as smoke alarms, fire-rated doors in certain locations, and
functional emergency escape and rescue openings in bedrooms;
• malfunctioning carbon monoxide alarms;
• excessive spacing between balusters on stairways and porches;
• improperly installed appliances;
• improperly installed or defective safety devices; and
• lack of electrical bonding and grounding.
To ensure that consumers are informed of hazards such as these, the Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC)
has adopted
Standards of Practice requiring licensed inspectors to report these conditions as “Deficient” when performing an
inspection for a buyer or seller, if they can be reasonably determined.
These conditions may not have violated building codes or common practices at the time of the construction of the
home, or they may have been “grandfathered” because they were present prior to the adoption of codes
prohibiting such conditions. While the TREC Standards of Practice do not require inspectors to perform a code
compliance inspection, TREC considers the potential for injury or property loss from the hazards addressed in the
Standards of Practice to be significant enough to warrant this notice.
Contract forms developed by TREC for use by its real estate licensees also inform the buyer of the right to have
the home inspected and can provide an option clause permitting the buyer to terminate the contract within a
specified time. Neither the
Standards of Practice nor the TREC contract forms require a seller to remedy conditions revealed by an
inspection. The decision to correct a hazard or any deficiency identified in an inspection report is left to the parties
to the contract for the sale or purchase of the home.
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ADDENDUM: REPORT OVERVIEW
Comments clarify in color whether the items are Deficient or in need of repair/replacement/upgrade or
Informative or in good condition.
Note: Reported conditions may not have violated building codes or common practices at the time of the
construction of the home, or they may have been “grandfathered” because they were present prior to
the adoption of codes prohibiting such conditions. This is not a code compliance inspection; Any
comments reported are only informative for potential improvements, cost involved, and possibility of
injury or property loss as in the TREC Standards of Practice to warrant this notice.

Please refer to the body of this report for further details on these and other recommendations.
Note: We recommend you only hire licensed and qualified contractors to perform any kind of repair work
identified.
Do NOT limit you report reading to the comments with photos.
Photos of property conditions found at the time of the inspection are solely intended to serve the written
content of the report. NOT ALL Items in need of repair can or will be photographed.

Outside Temp. at the time of inspection: ( 85 F )
Building Faces: South/ West
Weather Conditions: Rainy/ Fair
Ground / Soil surface condition: Wet.
Rain in last 3 days: Yes
Present at inspection: Buyer, Buyers Agent
Building Status:
Vacant
Utilities on: Yes/ Water, Electricity, Gas on Property
STRUCTURE TYPE: RESIDENTIAL, 1 Story, Ranch style
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ADDENDUM:
REPORT SUMMARY

Sample DR TX 78704
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I.STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
A. Foundations: Comments
Type of Foundation: Concrete Slab on grade. Added pier foundation below
guest bath.
INFO: Method of inspection: Visual inspection of exterior and foundation floors for
excessive cracks, shrinkage cracking, spalling and potential risk of corbel. This is not
an engineering report and only based on observation of conditions known to be
related to foundation performance, using the knowledge and experience of the
inspector.
Foundation Perimeter: Partly Visible do to floor covering, low to the ground,
storage items & deck installation on exterior walls.
Exposed Foundation height; less than standard at sections. Ideally a clearance of 4”
to brick siding & soil level should be maintained. (Front, right and rear side.) See
drainage section for more information.
Departure from dead level (2.2 inches) over 30 ft to the left side. Departure from
dead level (1.5 inch) lower over 30 ft to the right & front side section of home.
Foundation experienced prior movement / settlement attributed too to seasonal
movement & high slope to the rear. The foundation should be monitored over time.
The rate of movement cannot be predicted during a one-time inspection.
INFO: Prior repairs were performed at the foundation and concealed with paint.
Recommend the foundation to be further evaluated by a foundation contractor,
insuring if movement has stopped or if a stabilizing pier installation should be
considered to prevent future movement. INFO: Most companies provide evaluation
service at no charge. Evaluate any cost of remediation into the value of the property.

Several prior mortar joint repairs noted to brick at the left. Monitor over time. Brick
wall; step cracks noted to the left side, wider at the base from settling. (Not a
structural concern at this time). Seal repair the mortar joint cracks to prevent moister
penetration or further deterioration.

INFO: Items to structure that should be addressed in the near future but not
necessary a structural concern at the time of the inspection: see information below

Several large tree roots near the foundation could create lift at section over time,
monitor over time.
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Column/ post to front entrance roof not proper secured at the base to foundation.
Hard ware should be installed by a carpenter.

Deck. See deck sections for more information.

Rear exit door frame found to be minor out-of-square from, consistent with
movement of the foundation. Recommend to adjust for proper operation of door.
\/- cracks to left side corners, more a cosmetic concern. Parging is recommended to
prevent further deterioration over time.
Larger cracks to lower garage slab at several sections. Recommend to seal with
epoxy in order to prevent ground water entry or widening.

Drive way cracks. Recommend to seal in time to prevent rain water entry and
widening of the minor cracks.
INFO: Small section Pier & beam foundation below the added guest bath room.
Concrete piers in good condition at the time. Floor insulation and panels out of place
below guest bath, recommended to repair for efficiency; cost of heating and cooling.
Proper installation of a faced fiberglass batting is recommended.
Floor decking; cut out below tiles, evaluate and brace section for safety
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B. Grading & Drainage Comments:
Low spots, soil erosion or negative slope marked with blue dot.
Property & roof slope indicated with arrows:

Front
Low spots, negative slope and blocked drainage at several sections should be
repaired or improved to promote drainage and prevent standing water near the
foundation.
The ground should best slope 5 % away from the house to prevent standing water at
sections. Ideally a clearance of (4” to brick) should be maintained between soil levels
to siding.
Foundation low to ground; rear and right side. Improve soil height and slope.
Improve slope at front planting bed and rear side or install a drainage swale to reroute the water from the foundation. A gutter is recommended at the front.
Drive way with steep slope; Improve blocked drainage at the left side driveway,
install a drainage swale to provide better run off for rain water away from the front.
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No exit of French drain observed. Evaluate French drain exit at the rear deck or
install extensions.
Improve soil height & slope at rear side or install a drainage swale to re-route the
water from the foundation.

Storage at the left side sections. Improve/remove to promote drainage.
Info: No gutter is installed to the front to lessen water accumulation. Gutter at the
rear side filled with debris interferes with the drainage. Improve & clean gutters.
Gutters guards. See roof section.
C. Roof Covering Materials Comments:
Type of Covering: Low slope roof; Torched-down asphalt roll roof membrane.
Viewed From: Roof
Asphalt roof membrane patched to section and bridle at several seams. Membrane
Inadequate sealed at pluming vents (vulnerable area). Recommend qualified roof
contractor to evaluate, seal repair.

Inadequate lead cover to 1 plumbing vent. Recommend contractor to seal.
(Vulnerable area).
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Several minor depressions at roof decking below roof membrane. Recommend
qualified contractor to evaluate for moister penetration.

Trip edge & rake flashing not covered by roof membrane; holts moister & pond at
the end section. Recommend qualified contractor to evaluate tar seal and improve
to prevent back seeping below the junction.
All tree branches should be cut back >5’ from the roof structure from time to time, to
prevent damage. Larger trees close to structure should be monitored over time.
Debris on roof surface should be cleaned for proper drainage
Furnace vent cap lose installed. Repair
Info: No gutter is installed to the front to lessen water accumulation.
Recommended.
Gutter, filled with debris interferes with the drainage. Improve, recommend cleaning
gutters. Gutter guards improper installed & missing at section, defeat the purpose
on heavy rainy days. Rainwater could back seep or over shoot the gutter at
sections. Evaluate and repair
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D. Roof Structure & Attic Comments:

Roof Structure & Attic
No Attic Entry Point at low sloped roof. INFO: Several access panels could be
installed at the closets to evaluate attic frame, decking and insulation. Evaluate
attic further by a carpenter as necessary.
Recessed Light installation in ceiling frame. Recessed lights should have 3” of
clearance from insulation and combustible materials or should be IC rated for
contact. Evaluate further and replace older worn out dimmer switches for safety.
Framing Type: Conventional, covered by drywall ceiling. Recommend to evaluate
attic by a professional carpenter. No Separation at drywall to fame noted at the
time. Minor joint lines to drywall ceilings at section, appear to be cosmetic at the
time
Attic Decking Type: Unknown. Evaluate and see roof section for repairs.

Insulation Type: Unknown. Evaluate R- rating for efficiency.
Ventilation Type: 1 Passive vent pot Observed
INFO: It is generally recommended that one (1) square foot of free vent area be
provided for every one hundred and fifty (150) square feet of ceiling area to control
humidity and reduce the potential for overheating. Evaluate if proper venting is
provided to framing by a professional carpenter.
Evaluate by a professional carpenter the open gable siding and install a screen
Not clear if opening is used for attic venting.
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E. Walls (Interior & Exterior)
Comments:
Exterior: Brick, Wood Siding, Wood trims.
Siding moister damaged at the rear. Some damage possible attributed due to
insects. Recommend to repair and insulate the Freon lines to prevent moister build
up. Evaluate section further by a pest control contractor. INFO: Prior insect
inspection performed. Sticker at kitchen sink cabinet
Wood siding and brick open/ not water tight to several sections. Recommended
repair and seal the affected areas to prevent water or Rodent penetration.

Noted several caulk and mortar joins missing to sections. Seal to realize prolonged
life of building materials.
Exterior brick wall at the left side, prior repairs & step cracks. See structural and
drainage section for repairs. INFO: Missing expansion gaps in brick wall; not
installed as by today’s standard. Cracks from seasonal movement.
1 Brick lose at top course from minor movement. Re-point mortar to improve
durability.
Plants and trees in contact with exterior walls should be maintained cut back away
from exterior walls in order to prevent damage or insect infiltration. See roof section
Openings on brick walls and wood siding around electrical boxes, cable penetration
and lights should be ¾ sealed as necessary to prevent water penetration.
Openings on walls for plumbing and prior penetration should be closed / sealed.
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Wood storage at the pier foundation is conducive to some WD insects.
Recommend to remove
No Z type flashing over windows trims on exterior. Recommend to maintain a good
caulk seal in these areas or install Z flashing.

Plants in contact with exterior walls should be maintained in order to prevent
damage or insect infiltration.

Interior Walls: Sheet Rock / Plaster.
Sheetrock unfinished at the water heater closet. Install fire rated dry wall for safety.
Minor Bulges from warped studs in interior walls, is manly a cosmetic issue.
Interior dry walls joint flaws, patches: As typical of most houses for age. Cosmetic
Openings on walls around plumbing penetration, below sinks/ lavatory should be
closed sealed with caulk & insulation foam for better efficiency with heating and
cooling
Flexible caulk at the kitchen tile wall to counter should be added to prevent
seepage from spills at several tile grout gaps.

F. Ceilings & Floors

Comments:

Ceilings: Sheet Rock/ Plaster
Prior dry wall tape joint cracks patches noted to several ceiling section. Appears to
be cosmetic.
Skylight installed, evaluate if insulated in attic. No access to attic section
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Recessed Lights installed. See Attic section

Floors: Tile , Carpet, Laminate floors
Step down at hall way to garage over 8 inch could create a trip hazard.
Recommend to improve with a ramp.
Step up at laundry floor 2 inch could create a trip hazard. Recommend to install
sloped threshold or mark section until use to step.

Laminate floors: Minor bucking at kitchen. Possible installed in cold season without
proper expansion gaps to wall section. Evaluate

G. Doors (Interior & Exterior)
Comments:
Exterior /Interior doors. Noted most door- stopper missing. Install to prevent
damage to doors and walls.
Entry Door Type: French door; Wood core / Metal plated & Glass pane.
Tempered glass is installed at door as required for safety.
3 rear exit doors: Tempered glass is installed at door as required for safety.
Interior door frame (lower floor, rear exit) minor out-of-square. Recommend to
adjust hinges or grind down for proper operation.
Threshold installed is to flexile at front door and door to garage. Add strip or
concrete below. Trip hazard. Other; see floor section.
Garage door: Recommend adding some weather stripping to base for better energy
efficiency or rodent from entering.
Retrofitted air vent to exterior furnace closet door. Recommend adding proper
watertight vent openings.
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Closet glass doors: Safety etchings were observed on the glass.
Master Shower door is safety glass as required. Recommend to add a stopper at
vertical wall to prevent damage or move metal towel hardware.

H. Windows
Comments:
Window type: single hung slider/ fixed. Older single panes and thermal panes
Installed.
Size of sleeping room windows: net clear opening is adequate for fire escape.
Windows tested allow normal operation
No Z type flashing over windows trims on exterior. See walls
Window screens; not installed. Recommend to install.
Tempered glazing is not installed at 2 Windows low to floors at front. Recommended
for safety
INFO: Some conditions may have been “grandfathered” because they were present
prior to the adoption of newer codes prohibiting such conditions. This is no code
compliance inspection, but considers warranting this notice.
Single WINDOWS NOTE: moisture may appear, and then disappear, depending
on inside and outside temperature, barometric pressure and the relative humidity.
Windows are listed as OBSERVED AT THE TIME OF THE INSPECTION ONLY,
and NO WARRANTY IS EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED.
I. Stairways (Interior & Exterior)
Comments:
By today’s standard: Stairway and rail openings should not be grater then 4” for
improved safety. Evaluate and repair the missing baluster for improved safety.

J. Fireplace/Chimney Comments:
Type: Fireplace- Masonry. Gas log for wood burning
Damper and flue installed, working. at the time of the inspection
Firebox screen installed for fire safety
Gas Shutoff is at the side of Unit. Info: Evaluate location of key and place valve key
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away from children.
The Fireplace was tested at the time of the inspection.
Gas Log starter, retrofit orifice without combustion air inlet. Install a proper Log
starter to prevent larger bursts if turned on.
Firebox show cracks at the brick wall and open section to log lighter penetration seal
with approved material for safety.
INFO: Firebox has no glass doors installed to contain the smoke within the firebox,
less efficiency at cooling or heating. Glass door installation is recommended.

K. Porches, Balconies, Decks, and Carports
Comments:
Balconies, Decks:
Deck build on grade to sections, more prone to rot. Evaluate French drain exit.
Balcony/ steps: Handrails width and height not standard and added shims to post
section with exposed nails. Evaluate and repair for safety.
Balcony/ steps; several stringer, cut out excessive to section. Evaluate and repair for
safety.

L. Other
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A. Service Entrance and Panels – Comments:
Main Service Feed: Overhead
NO Sub-Panel: All in main panel. Split-Bus Panel
Approx. Amperage Main panel : ( 200 )
System Voltage :110/120 Volts / 220/240
Main Panel Location: Exterior
Main Disconnect : Throw
Main Service Conductor: Aluminum, AWG 4/0 compatible with the amperage
capacity of the 200 amps Breaker
Recommend evaluation by a licensed electrician for repairs or possible updates or
improvements. See comments below.
Wire size not compatible with the 40 amps oven breaker and 30 amps outlet at utility
room. Evaluate
Grounding Observed At: Main Panel, no clamp or ground rod noted. Bonding at
Cold Water pipe. Cold Water pipe should be used as ground only if more than 10 ft
in ground is metal. Evaluate.
2nd Older Water pipe bonding noted at bib, wire lose. Evaluate and repair.

Evaluate several breakers for branch wiring. Recommend installing tie clips to
branch (sharing one neutral) to ensure that the entire circuit is shut off as by today’s
standards whenever a breaker is tripped.
The gas meter is not bonded to the main electrical ground; typical for the age of
construction but not up to today’s standard. Evaluation for update by an electrician is
recommended.
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Split-Bus Panel. INFO: No AFCI circuit interrupter installed. Panel installation; build
before code and is grandfathered for sections. Note: AFCI Breaker can be up
dated & added.
B. Branch Circuits, Connected Devices, and Fixtures
Comments:
Type of Wiring:
Primary Branch 110/120 Conductor: Copper
Primary Branch 220/240 Conductor: Copper
Conductor Type Observed: 3 Wire
Receptacle Type: 3 Prong
Protective ground fault outlets: GFCI at Kitchen, Baths/Exterior, tested and
responding.
Recommend evaluation by a licensed electrician for repairs or possible updates or
improvements. See comments below.
Kitchen; 1 ground fault (GFCI) outlet installed in midstream to branch. This is Safe
but inconvenient or confusing if triggered and need to be reset at several sections.
This condition should be repaired
No dedicated outlet for washer installed at utility and other wall section GFCI outlet
has no power. This condition should be repaired.

Garage light, covers protection missing. Install for safety.
Food Disposer wiring; No bushing clamp installed (Romex). Install proper clamp to
prevent the wire from loosening. Other; See Food Disposer section.
Several lights on older worn out dimmer switch ( creates resistance), could overheat
branch wiring, replace switch for safety
Several Light fixture bulb blown or missing. Exchange
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Exterior light fixture not sealed at the wall. Fixture should be ¾ sealed to prevent
wind driven rain from entering. Inappropriate wiring at several exterior to lights, not
for wet application. Repair for safety. Evaluate if electric junction box was installed to
lights in the wall.
Recess lights, unable to see if rated. See attic section.
Smoke alarms were installed at all required locations.
Some smoke detectors not responding. This should be repaired.
Replace battery and test unit. INFO: Smoke detectors not interconnected installed
1 Carbon monoxide detector not responding. Replace battery and test unit. INFO:
The installation of Carbon Monoxide detector(s) is recommended at every floor
elevation.
INFO: Fire extinguisher. We recommend installing at least three extinguishers at
strategic locations within the house.

III. HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
A. Heating Equipment Comments:
The system turned on, appeared functional, and responded to normal operating
controls at the time of the inspection.
Type of System: Forced Air
Energy Source: Gas Fired
Flame burns in clean blue.
Gas Valve Location for safe Shut-Off at the Furnace.
1 Unit: Central/ zoned
Supply air heat from register 104 F after 10 min
Recommend a heating technician to further evaluate for repairs or possible updates
or improvements. See comments below.
INFO: bath rooms have a fan with electric heating installed, Units are working. No
(furnace) ducts installed. Evaluate for adding a zone.
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Furnace flue vent; install fire draft stop metal plate at flue to ceiling in closet for
safety.
See door section for combustion air vent of the closet floor.
Gas supply line for the furnace lacks a sediment trap leg. Unit installed before
code. Recommend up date. An often seen deficiency on older installed units.
Inappropriate flex gas line enters the furnaces box. Only rigid black pipe should be
used at interior of unit. Potential safety concern; possible vibration from the fan belt
could cut the gas line material at the sharp edge over time; this should be up dated
for safety.
Exhaust vent cap loose installed. See roof section for repairs.
B. Cooling Equipment
Comments:
Approx. outdoor temperature during the inspection 80 F
Type of System: Central forced air
Compressed Refrigerant 22
INFO: After 2020, the servicing of R-22-based systems will rely solely on recycled
or reclaimed refrigerants.
1 Unit: Central/ zoned for 2 floors: The older 2.5 ton system and seer rating is a
bit under sized for the size of the home. Evaluate on hotter days
The system turned on, appeared functional, and responded to normal operating
controls at the time of the inspection.
The Temperature Drop is sufficient.
Unit: Differential: 17 Degrees F

Moister at duct in A/C closet. Evaluate for repairs. Recommend insulating the duct
and evaporator to prevent condensation build up in closet exterior.
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Recommend insulating the drain lines all the way to prevent condensation build up
in closet exterior.

Freon lines not in sleeve at exterior, recommend installing sleeve.
Insulation part missing at wall and Exterior. Recommend installing to prevent
condensation build up. See wall section for moister damage.
A/C service box at exterior unit low to ground and should be sealed at the wall.
INFO: Primary drain lines should be cleaned out at drain pipe section from time to
time.
A Flood shut of switch is added for extra protection.

C. Duct System, Chases, and Vents
Comments:
Filter Type: Disposable
INFO: 2 Filter located in unit and upper wall chase, could affect the air flow.
1 Filter should be placed to the lower wall chase to prevent build up of debris in
chase.

Type of Ducting: Older Metal Ducting installed. Moister at evaporator duct at
exterior closet. Evaluate for repairs. Recommend insulating the duct and evaporator
to prevent condensation build up in closet exterior. See A/C section

IV. PLUMBING SYSTEM
A. Water Supply System and Fixtures Comments:
Prevalent Supply water line material: Copper.
Location of water meter: Street- Curb: from building Front.
City Utilities shut off.
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2nd shutoff for the building was observed.
Static water pressure reading: (80) PSI Water pressure was tested during the
inspection. Safe to fittings or other equipment if between 40 to 80 PSI
Recommend evaluation by a plumber for repairs or possible updates or
improvements. See comments below.
1 older Hose bib at the deck side: Anti-Siphon device missing. Recommend adding
low cost device to prevent back flow from hose if the water pressure drops at times.
1 Hose Bibs: Recommend adding insulation exterior.

Shower Faucet valve handle is missing parts. Valve exposed. Evaluate and repair
1 guest lavatory faucet handle lose installed. Evaluate and repair

B. Drains, Wastes, and Vents Comments:
Wastewater will connect to: Utilities sewer
Prevalent Waste Piping Material: PVC
Cleanout visible at the rear.
All drains tested and drain.
Recommend evaluation by a plumber for repairs or possible updates or
improvements. See comments below.
PVC drain, metal straps installed is not the best installation. They could fail to resist
upward trust or could cut the PVC over time. Evaluate for update
Lavatory drain line (lower floor bath) is leaking at the p-trap. Repair.
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C. Water Heating Equipment Comments:

Energy Source: Gas. Unit was working at the time of inspection.
Capacity: 40 Gallon
Est. age: 8-10 yrs
Water shutoff valve is installed.
Water lines insulated
Drain pan/ drain installed below water heater
Carbon Monoxide Exposure at unit: 005 ppm / is normal.
Recommend evaluation by a plumber for repairs, possible updates or
improvements. See comments below.
Pressure Relief valve is leaking at the flex connections, hazard. Repair for safe
operation.
Pressure Relief valve; unconventional PVC drain line installed and T- connector to
safety pan drain; not standard. Recommend up-date for safe operation. Exit noted
at the crawl space, evaluate and lower the pipe installation 6“-24” to the ground for
improved safety.
Gas valve to unit is a water shutoff valve and has no sediment trap leg installed as
by today standards.

Unconventional & Insufficient supply vents for combustion air to water heater in
closet. Improve/ repair for safety.
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D. Hydro-Massage Therapy Equipment

V. APPLIANCES
A Dishwasher Comments:
Unit was working at the time of inspection.
Drain flex pipe loop is not properly configured. NOTE: newer type unit. Normally
Air- gaps are now standard equipment and build in behind the unit to assure a
separation between supply and waste water. Evaluate.

B. Food Waste Disposer

Comments:

Unit was working at the time of inspection.
Disposer wiring; No bushing clamp installed (Romex). Install proper clamp to
prevent the wire from loosening.
Disposer lose installed, attachment clip broke off. Repair

C. Range Exhaust Vent Comments:
Unit was working at the time of inspection.
Range Hood fan vent not to the exterior. Circulating fan is installed.

D. Ranges, Cook tops, and Ovens
Comments: Self clean function NOT tested.
Oven/ Range; Electric - 220 volt
Unit was working at the time of inspection.
Door lock control for the Oven inoperative and should be repaired. Safety device
for small children.
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E. Microwave Oven
Unit was working at the time of inspection.

Comments:

F. Trash Compactor Comments:
G. Mechanical Exhaust Vents and Bathroom Heaters
Comments:
Exhaust Vents:
Units working and vent to the exterior as required.
H. Garage Door Operator(s) Comments:
Auto- door operator unit was working at the time of inspection.
Opener Photo Sensor; installed and working.
Opener Auto Reverse .The garage door opener did automatically reverse under
resistance to closing.
Door. See door section

I. Doorbell and Chimes

Comments:

Unit was working at the time of inspection.

J. Dryer Vents Comments:
Dryer vent to the exterior as required. Exit Vent noted at wall
VI. OPTIONAL SYSTEMS
A. Lawn and Garden Sprinkler Systems
E. Gas Supply Systems comments:
Gas meter at exterior: Note: Pressure testing gas lines or determining the
condition of inaccessible or buried gas lines is beyond the scope of the inspection.
This service is best provided by a Licensed Plumber.
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The gas meter is not bonded to the main electrical ground; typical for the age of
construction but not up to today’s standard. Evaluation for update by an electrician
is recommended.

I. Other
INFO: We suggest that home buyers if possible obtain literature regarding all
new and original component of the Home.
Change the locks on all exterior entrances, for improved security.
Investigate the location of the main shut-offs for the plumbing, heating and
electrical systems. If you attended the home inspection, these items would have
been pointed out to you.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY INSPECTOR
THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS SECTION IS OPTIONAL AND IS NOT REQUIRED OR APPROVED
BY TREC. A SERVICE AGREEMENT/INSPECTION CONTRACT OR ANY CONTRACTUALTERMS BETWEEN
THE INSPECTOR AND THE CLIENT MAY NOT BE INCLUDED IN THIS SECTION.

This Report may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the information contained herein (including
any reliance thereon) is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you received this transmission in error,
please immediately contact the sender and destroy the material in its entirety, whether in
electronic or hard copy format.
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